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2,788,010 
DISHWASHERS 

Philip P. Glassey, Cazenovia, and Willard R. Walker, 
Syracuse, N. Y., assignors, by mesne assignments, to 
The Murray Corporation of America, Detroit, Mich, 
a corporation of Delaware 

Application August 13, 1952, Serial No. 304,136 

3 (Ilaims. (Cl. 134-104) 

- . This invention relates to dishwashers, ‘and more partic 
ularly to an apparatus for ridding the Washer of foreign 
.matter at frequent intervals during a normal sequence of 
operations in the operation of a dishwasher. 

In automatic dishwashers, there is generally provided 
a washing stage during which dishes are subjected to 
detergent-laden wash Water, after which such wash water 
‘is drained from the washer, and the dishes subjected to 
‘one or more stages of rinsing with a fresh supply of rinse 
‘water. Such washers generally employ a quantity of 
water in each stage which is recirculated into contact with 
the dishes in order to remove soil therefrom. To pre 
vent recirculation of soil in the form of solids or other 
foreign matter removed from the dishes, ?lter screening 
is provided in the recirculatory path, which screening re 
quires cleaning at the, close of a normal sequence of dish 
washing operations. Such solids or other matter as may 
be collected and held by the screening are, however, re 
tained in the tub against the screening during rinsing 
operations, and contaminate the fresh rinsing water, since 
such solids exude soil and tend to break down by Water 
action in time into particles capable of passage through 
the screening. 
The present invention is directed to an apparatus by 

which the screen of a dishwasher is ?ushed clean when 
ever the Wash water or rinse Water is drained from the 
apparatus. The invention is further directed to an ap 
paratus whereby the screen is power-?ushed by reverse 
flow, to loosen and eliminate soil in the form of solids 
and other matter held by the screen, and in which 
loosened soil is immediately drained from the apparatus, 
‘before commencing a subsequent operation. Thus, solids 
held by the screen are eliminated at'frequent intervals 
and are prevented from contaminating the rinsing opera 
tions. ’ 

The invention further has to do with a power-driven 
‘impeller type dishwasher, in which the impeller recircu 
lates wash or rinse ?uid by splash into contact with dishes, 
andis screened from receiving soil and foreign matter, 
and in which the impeller is reversed at the close of an 
operation to reverse flush the screen and drain the ?uid. 
A further feature of the invention is the application 

of a helically bladed impeller adapted to draw wash water 
through a surrounding screen for direct splash distribution 
vupon the dishes, and in Which such impeller, on reverse 
“rotation, is adapted to reverse flush the screen to a drain 
vsuitably located for the purpose. 
A further feature of the invention is the provision of 

‘a dishwasher adapted to clean itself in the normal dish~ 
iwashing sequence of operations, and particularly such 
vscreening as is employed therein, so that upon the corn~ 
:pletion of a dishwashing sequence, the machine requires 
_no manual cleaning. 

The above and other novel features of the invention 
will appear more fully hereinafter from the following 
detailed description when taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings. It is expressly understood that 
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the drawings are employed for purposes of illustration 
only and are not designed as a de?nition of the limits of 
the invention, reference being had for this purpose to the 
appended claims. ' 

In the drawings, wherein like reference characters indi 
cate like parts: - 

Figure 1 is a front elevation, with parts broken away 
and parts shown in section, to illustrate the general ar 
rangement of the dishwasher, adapted for utilizing the 
washing and flushing cycle; ' , 

Figure 2 is an elevational view of the apparatus within 
the cabinet, parts being broken away and in section, the 
view being taken substantially on the line 2-2 of Figure 
1, inside the cabinet side wall; _ . 
Figure 3 is a sectional view taken substantially ion 

the line 3—-—3 of Figure 1; 
Figure 4 is a [sectional view taken substantially on 

the line 4—4 of Figure 3; 
Figure 5 is an enlarged sectional detail view taken sub 

stantially on the line 5—5 of Figure 2, showing the im 
peller and screen construction; , 

Figure 6 is a top plan view of the impeller; 
Figure>7 is a sectional fragmentary view taken sub~ 

stantially on the line 7—7 of Figure 6; 
Figure 8 is a developed sectional view taken substan 

tially on the line 8-8 of Figure 6; 
Figure 9 is a developed sectional view taken substan 

tially on the line 9-—9 of Figure 6; 
Figure 10 is a chart indicating a typical sequence of 

operation of the dishwashing machine; and 
Figure 11 is a wiring diagram. 
Referring to Figures 1 and 2, there is shown a cabinet 

comprising side panels 20 and 22, a top deck 24 sup 
ported on the side panels, and a front panel and outer 
door frame 26 joined to the side panels as at 27, the 
upper portion of such frame being formed by the deck 
panel 24. The side panels are mounted upon a rectangu 
lar base structure composed of front and rear inverted 
U-members 32 and 34 connected at the bottom by chan 
nel members 28 and at the top by angle irons 30. ,Upon 
the angle iron frame members 30 is mounted a tub struc 
ture generally indicated as at 36. Such tub structure is 
composed of an upper substantially rectangular portion 
38 having an open front end 40 and a lower sump por 
tion 42. The entire tub structure is supported on the 
frame members 30 through resilient rubber mounts 43 
and brackets 44 secured to the outer wall of the sump 
portion 42. The upper portion 38 of the tub has side 
walls 46 and 48 which connect with a top wall 50, com 
posed of slightly slanted portions 52 and 54 meeting at 
a fore and aft extending center line 56. 
The sides 46, 48, and top 50 at the forward end are 

provided with a tub door frame 60 and door 66, the tub 
frame comprising a ?ange 59, a ?are or V-groove portion 
62, and a second ?ange 63, all extending across the top 
and down the sides. The V-groove is adapted to form 
a stop to break any splash of water through the space 
between the ‘door frame and the door. The frame 60 
extends downwardly along either side of the door open~ 
ing and into the sump portion 42 of the tub. Along the 
forward lower edge of the sump portion is a horizontal 
transverse channel 64 which lies substantially in the same 
plane as the ?anged ?are of the door frame 60. 
The door 66 is hingedly mounted along its lower edge, 

there being provided a hinge bar 68 ?xed to the door and 
pivotally extending at either end into hinge eyes 70 se— 
‘cured to the outside of the ?are portion 62 near the lower 
ends of the side portions of the tub door frame 60. The 
door 66 comprises a front panel 72 and an inner panel 74, 
the latter of which is adapted to extend downwardly 
below the marginal edge ?ange 76 of the channel 64 and 
into such channel when the door is in closed position. 
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Thefrést. aa?slll. and tnsernand .75. may hemadc 
of stampings having inwardly and outwardly directed 
marginal ?anges 78 and 80, respectively, along the top 
and sides, which ?anges , are; overlapped - and secured; to 
igethetjatn spaced points‘ as by jyfast'ening, screws 82. The 
inner panelis offset forwardly as at‘84 and the'main body 
portion 86 thereof‘ is disposed in inclined relation tothe 
.plane ot‘the front panel 72, The marginal loop‘SS formed 
by the o?set extends adjacent the ?ange 59 ‘around the 
tubedoor. ,?rnarne and'loosely nests with a free ?t within 
thei?areportion?z. ‘ _ ,_ , V 

‘The sump portion 42 ofthetub' joins the side walls 46 
and'48 with an offset 88 extending fore and aft at either 
“side, tqprovide a trackway for‘ the rear rollers 90 of a 
rtllotwerty dish trayPZM;The;inner;door>panel 74 is provided 
,withsuidegreqves ‘9,4 and 96 adapted to be‘aligned with 
the shoulders 88 when thedoor‘is in open position; for 
hlexampleapas indicated in dotted lines in Figure 3,‘such 
‘guide grooves cooperating with tray-‘carried loops 93. The 
inner dooripaneljfi is also providedwith a'center groove ~ 
"or track '98 adapted to engage, anduguide a forward cen 
trally located‘roll j100..in_the,rack Q2, The hinge bar 68 
of the. door carries (at both ends arms‘ 102 connected by 
springs 104, the latter'extending _tp;frame_;brackets 106 
to counterbalance the‘door when opened. The arms ven 
..gage adjustable ‘stops , 105 , ‘carried on frame-supported 
brackets 107 to limitluthe 'door open‘ position, with the 
inclined body; portion 86 of th'e'inner door panel 74 sub 
stantially level. The right hand arm 102 carries a ?nger 
_103 adapted ‘to, actuate ‘a’ switch 221vto close a circuit I 
when the door reaches closed‘ position (see Figure 1). 

Therupper ?ange 80 on the inner door panel 74 carries 
‘a spring detentv108 engaging av spring cam 110 secured 
in the ?ange 60 to yieldingly hold the door in closed posi 
tion. Thehside walls .46 and 48 of the tub are provided 
withQ-sectioned channel members 112 and 114 adapted 
tt_o'receive ‘rollers 1716 arranged'in pairs on either side of 

upper dish Araclt, 1178; , The forward ends of the chan~ 
nels 112 and 115 ,are provided with a bent-up ?nger 120 

?e"!lbcyeéld?hecpositioa indie. ted at..-..116'_ unless the 
toward entitvf. the trill/.116 ‘lifted, ihc-upper-?anse 122 
_o>_f‘;;t‘he' channel 'I1_1B_I'_?l'_)&l§jb_6ll1g1 discontinued 'as-‘at 124 to 
permit-‘remove ofIthe upper, rack in this: manner. 

‘ “Water-dis ‘supplied to the washingcharnber from a do 
naestic hotqwatensupply line 224, and ?0W-_is controlled 

a. yalvel222." Water ‘is admit-ted to the washing cham 
Jor tub throughvja yacuurn, break, ‘the pipe'226‘leading 

,zaway ‘from lthejyalve;2‘22'~_,ergtending upward-alongside, of 
“the. ‘tub, and having _,a downwardly; ‘directed-nozzle ‘ 228 ‘ 
.\Iprojectiii_g_'ftoi:vard,au openppocketl?ll on thefexterior of 
the side wall Q8, such poplget ‘communicating at the'bot 
“tom-through‘ an aperture 232 in the wall_48'wi'th the in 
terior of the tub._~A second p‘ortp234 above-the aperture 
.232 connecting’ thepocket with’the interior of the. tub is 
kproyilded as an-air vent, Thejsupply line is provided with 
,d a :eonstant ?ow -valve2;$6, whereby the vquantity of water 
array be controlled by the length’ of time the valve 222’is 
open. . , ' . , , , . . 

the" sump portion 42 ofjthe tub, there is arranged a 
centraltdownwardlyoffset sump, proper 126, bounded by 
anfupvvardly-and ontwardly inclined wall- 128‘extending 
“to ‘the offsetsi88y in the tub sidewalls, the rear tub wall 

_,13.0,_ and the‘front tub doorirame?ange 76. Located 
:Li. .fihecemetiof: the .silnipr-pmpernll?‘iszanfimpeller- 132 
directly ms?nted 1.1mm; arid-‘lowers? a: motor‘uhafr 134 
proiectinaupwardly through‘ aniaperture 136, in‘ the "bot 
tom’ wall ‘138, pf the ‘sump. 7Such'motor may have its 
bearing boss 1S0 projected through the‘bottomwall and 
threaded to receive a clamp nut 142,. The clamp nut and 
.boss, in addition to mounting the‘ motor'144, provides 
mass‘. fortsewring?thc annular ?anselikerins 146 of 
azvaned. baffle member 3148 in; position beneath the-aim 
fpgller- 132., ,Thelclarnpi‘nur142is<provided with a suit 
able‘ seal for ~the~shaft 134, suchseal', as'shown," compris~ 
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- food has other?! if reigiiT-r?att'er, ‘iiiwardfthrou‘gh assesses; thusprevéntrngsheif?afans 

ing?a cup‘ 151, an ‘annular-?exible U-member 152, and an 
annular seal ring 154 pressed by a compression spring 147 
against the end surface of ‘a drive bloclt 158 east in the 
impeller 132. 
The ba?le member 148 comprises the annular ring por 

tion 146 held beneath thejclamp nut 142 and a plurality 
of radially disposed vanes 160. In practice, three or more 
vanes are employed uniformly spaced about the ring por 
tion ‘146, and each vane projects at right ‘angles from "a 
narrow upstanding support arm ‘1'62'formed 'as-aninte'gral 
xtensien part of the-annular ?ange ring 146. Each of 

the vanes is provided with afoot 164 b'earing'ag‘ain‘st the 
bottom wall 138 of the sump and a radial nose portion 
166, the nose portions of all of the vanes being adapted 
to engage in themesh ‘of ‘asubstantially cylindrical screen 
168 positioned about the vanes 160 and the lower por 
tion of the impeller 132. By such means, the screen is 
held in position, although it‘ may be ‘removed by distend 
_ing its shape to release- the‘ screen fromthe nose portions. 
Each vane is inclined above the-nose portion 166 as at 
167 to facilitate‘ replacing the screen. 

Outside of the screen-1681s} drain 170, the bottom 
wall being provided‘With a'drain sleeve “172 connected to 
a drain conduit 174-‘by'a-connectingsleeve "176. ‘Within 
the sleeve 172, ‘there is slidably disposed a cylindrical 
valve member 178'having an‘ annular ?ange 180'at'the 
‘top provided with-a ring seal>181 adapted mortgage‘ the 
conical seat 183 ‘located ‘at the mouth of the drain open 
ing. Such sleeve has'an over?ow‘exte‘nsion in the form 
of a tubularme‘mber 182 extending upward to the desired 
water level L, which will normally limit the maximum 
quantity of water used (by the'machine. Such’eittension 
is provided with a-bell'cap 184 supported on spaced‘ legs 
136 above thelip 188 of the vextension member. 'The 
valve member 178 has a‘ number 'of'large ports 190 in the 
body portion thereof- below the sealring-lSl, vwhit':h,-~when 
the valve member is’ raised to open position, are ‘located 
above 'the‘bottom wall of'the sump ‘proper, to afford: a 
free rapid '?ow» to drain. The ‘valve member‘ is ‘lowered 
to closed position by energization of a-solenoid >192 
mounted ~0n the outside wall‘ of the- -su'rnp.;proper, Isuch 
solenoid acting through -a~le_v‘er\194,~» so that when'the 
solenoid is -de-energiz-ed, the-‘lever ‘lifts 'thervalve mem 
ber 1178 to open-position by engagement ‘with the cross 
arm 196 within the valve'member 172. 
_'The impeller-comprises a cup-shaped‘hub‘198, the‘en‘d 
or bottom wall 200'having rigidly‘embedded therein-a 
vdriveblock175,8. ~Such~wall provided with'one'or-mor'e 
drain ports 203. yThe-substantially' cylindrical'WaII-“ZM 
has positioned around-the exterior-thereof- two ‘blades206 
and 208. The bladesare;;approximately*balaneedesd‘far 
as weight and position with respect to the axis of rota 
tion areconcerned. However, the-blade 2066s helically 
arranged about ‘the wallr204, Whereas the‘ blade 208~joins 
the wall along alpine oft-increasing pitch frOmhottom-to 
top. The blade ‘206; is adapted to distribute wash ?uid 
into the outer areas ofithe dishwasher, whereastheiblade 
‘208 is adaptedi'tolthrownwater_rnore~upwardly—and- into 
the central region of? the dishwasher. .Rapid rotation of 
the impeller in a counterclockwise direction as viewed-in 
Figure 6 ‘will impel‘allj'wa‘ter, collecting ‘in the "sumplupi 
ward, or upward and outward‘ into the dishwashing area 
and effectively'doutsejand ‘?ush all surfaces of the vessels 
‘contained upon the‘ racksilocated above. In practicejfor 

y ._ '4 ,~_,- - '1". e e -V-. .- ,e 

'wash' fluid are ‘fequired,~~the~impetler "throwing su‘chjf Water 
‘ into contact tivi'th?-theidishes‘as ‘fast as: ‘the* waterlidra'ins 
‘back to th'elsu'inp and'rea'c'lies‘ithe'lev‘el of the leadingiedges 
‘of the‘ impeller ‘blades. ‘It’ will be‘ seen ‘that the vvanes 

a standard domestic size‘o dishwasher,’ but ?ve quai’ts'of 

160 prevent ‘then/titer in 'the"s'ump’ from whirlpooling; and 
improve the lifting elfectiveness ofthe/impeller-blades. 
The surrounding] screen 168’ during a: washing br-a rins 

ing ‘ ‘operation,iicolleetsfon‘ its-“outer:- senses? ‘ ,esi'df 
' resistor 316W: ditiliy 
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tion of such solid matter, so that a dishwashing ora rins 
ing operation will be carried out by water from ‘which 
solids have been strained. 
, When the washing operation is complete, the angleof 
the impeller blades is such that upon reverse rotation, the 
wash water contained within the sump, and particularly 
within the screen 168, is rapidly driven downwardly and 
thrown radially outward through the screen and caused 
to ?ow into the drain, the drain valve havingbeen opened 
substantially simultaneously upon reversal of rotation for 
such operation. The reverse rotation of the impeller in 
conjunction with vanes 160 thus powerfully discharges all 
water within the screen outwardly through the screen, 
dislodging any‘solids or other foreign matter which has 
collected upon the outer surface of the screen whereby to 
carry such foreign matter down the drain. The arrange 
ment thus described provides for washing with water 
which, in‘ itsinitial- and repeated circulation through the 
machine, will deposit all foreign matter upon the outside 
of the screen, where such matter is held so long as the 
impeller continues to .draw water through the screen. 
{After the washing operation is ?nished, such foreign mat 
.ter will be reverse-?ushed from the screen and caused to 
?ow down the drain. Thus, after each cycle of operation, 
that is, washing with the impeller rotating in the lifting 
direction and draining with they impeller rotating op 
positely, the dishwashing chamber, and particularly the 
screen, is ?ushed clean. It wil-lbe seen that such solids 
are collected upon the screen by gravity ?ow, whereas 
upon [reverse ?ow, a power ?ush is effected. Thus, dis 
lodgment is assured by the superior force of the reverse 
flush. 

Since dishwashing generally requires a sequence of 
operations, such as washing, followed by rising one or 
more times, and in addition, pro-rinsing if desired, each 
of which may in utilizing the present invention comprise 
a cycle essentially consisting of washing, ending in a 
power ?ushing of the screen, there is provided a sequence 
of operations in which the screen is reverse-?ushed at 
frequent intervals. Thus, instead of the screen retain 
ing such foreign matter throughout the entire sequence 
of operations, the screen is successively and positively 
flushed'clean, so that all subsequent operations such as 
rinsing are performed with practically uncontaminated 
water. Any trace of foreign matter left after washing 
will be removed before the ?rst rinse and any trace re 
maining after will in the ?rst rinse be collected on the 
screen, and be eliminated before the final rinse. Further, 
since the screen is ?ushed clean over its entire area, the 
screen offers no substantial impediment to circulation of 
rinsing water in the subsequent rinsing cycles, so that 
rinsing action is completely effective and bene?ts from 
the free, unimpeded circulation through the screen. Fur 
ther, the screen is so disposed as to effectively intercept 
during circulation substantially all foreign matter, hold 
ing such matter under light ?ow until the power reverse 
?ushing operation takes place. 

Because of the power flushing of the screen at the end 
of each step, the usual necessity for careful scraping and 
cleaning most of the foreign matter from the dishes be 
fore insertion in the dishwasher is lessened, since the 
washer operates in the ?rst cycle to eliminate and flush 
away substantially all foreign matter, leaving the machine 
and particularly its screen, clean and clear for the subse-, 
quent cycles of the sequence for effective washing or rins 
ing, as may be the case. Further, since the screen is 
periodically flushed, a ?ner mesh of screen may be em 
ployed for removing foreign matter, without danger of 
such screen remaining clogged in the following cycles of 
the sequence. 

In Figure 10, there is shown a time chart for a wash 
sequence, and in Figure 11, there is a diagrammatic cir 
cuit showing various switches operated by a timer motor 
through suitable cams, not shown but well understood 
in the art, to effect a sequence of operations as shown 
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in Figure 170.‘ In Figure 11, there is a manual start switch 
210 which completes a circuit through a timer motor 
212, which motor is drivably connected to actuate through 
cams, switches 214, 216, 218, and 220. Cam-actuated 
switch 214 completes a circuit to the timer motor so 
that the starting switch 210 need be closed but for a brief 
moment to initially start the timer motor. Switch 216 is 
actuated so as to make connection to contact 215 to cause 
the drive motor to rotate in one direction or makecon 
nection to contact 217 to cause the motor to rotate re 
versely. Swith 218, when closed, operates the drain valve 
to closed position, and switch 220 controls the water 
inlet valve.- A door-operated switch 221 for stopping 
the motor, timer, and closing the water valve instantly, 
should the door be opened, is also provided as a safety 
feature. The drain valve circuit, however, is preferably 
not opened by such switch, since if the circuit were opened, 
the drain valve would open, causing draining without the 
?ushing operation occurring on motor reversal. r The 
screen might thus be left contaminated with foreign- mat- 
ter, and the advantage of the power ?ush be lost. _ _ _ 

In the chart of Figure 10, it will appear that the se 
quence is started after the racks are loaded and a quantity 
of suitable detergent added, at which time the timer motor 
is energized by closing switch 216, whereupon the timer 
closes switch 214 as at 236‘. The timer continues to 
operate until the end of the sequence at 232, when the 
timer motor cam opens the switch 214. The sequence 
of operations is completed during this interval, which as 
indicated, is of eight or nine minutes duration. 

Shortly after the timer motor closes switch 214, the 
hot water valve switch 225} is caused to close as at 234, 
energizing the valve 222 admitting ?ve quarts of hot 
water during the period commencing at 254 and ending at 
236 when such valve closes. The constant ?ow device, 
and the length of the time as indicated between 234 and 
236 controls the water quantity. 

Shortly after the water valve switch is closed, the 
drain valve switch 218 is closed as at 238 and the motor 
switch 216 is closed through contact 215 to operate 
the motor in the wash direction. The delay in closing 
the drain valve permits any initial cold water in the line 
to pass out the drain. The motor operates until the circuit 
is opened as at 246*. When the motor has stopped rota— 
tion in the wash direction, a circuit is closed through 
reverse contact 2117 commencing reverse rotation as 
indicated at 242. Simultaneously, the drain valve, which 
was closed, is opened as at 244, whereupon the reverse 
rotation of the impeller results in reverse ?ushing of the 
screen previously referred to, and all detergent-laden wash 
water within the screen is quickly thrown radially out 
ward through the screen and flushed down the drain, 
carrying with it solids caught by the screen. The reverse 
operation is of short duration terminating as at 246. 

Thereafter, the cycle is in substance repeated for a 
rinse, the motor being rotated in a wash direction com 
mencing at 248, simultaneously with the closing of the 
drain valve as indicated at 250, and the opening of the 
water valve, as indicated at 252. The water valve 222 
is closed as indicated at 254. The motor is subsequently 
stopped as indicated at 256, and then reversed by switch 
2115 making contact at 2:17, and the drain valve opened 
as indicated at 258 and 266, respectively. A rinse cycle 
is thus completed. A second rinse cycle may then be 
performed, by starting the motor, closing the drain valve, 
and opening the water valve as at 262, 264, and 266, 
respectively, and thereafter closing the water valve as at 
268, subsequently stopping the motor at 270, and then 
reversing the motor and opening the drain valve as at 
272 and 274, respectively. Thereafter, the reverse op 
eration of the motor is stopped as at 276, after which the 
timer clock switch 214 is opened, and the dishwashing 
sequence completed. 

It will appear from Figure 3 that the door does not 
make a tight ?t with the tub door frame, nor is a seal 



v556iTifr''aine-->cdestruction and the small; quantity I o'f-water 
:in’ any =cyc'le of ‘operation. Actually, ‘the ‘quantity 

iisediloeshot materially-exceed-the- capacity df'th'e sump 
‘proper. “The-doorfhowever, in'conjunction with thel'?arcd 
tubldoor frame, ‘blocks 'off splash effectively, causing 
splash {ts-run‘ downt'he tub door frame'and'colleet‘injthe 
channel $0, thence ?owing ‘to the sump. \When the 
Was‘hin'g‘sequence and rinsing sequence are completed, 
the free3?t of “the ‘door‘in the ‘framepermits air circulation 
throughihe‘tubisul?cient to allow escape of steam and 
vapor, so‘that drying will take place without resulting in 
condensation within the tub or upon the ‘hot dishes. 
‘Kl'thonghla single embodiment‘of the invention has 

been iillustr’atedrau'd described, it is -to~be understood that ' 
thei'nveniion ris‘n‘ot ‘limited thereto. As various changes 
ih‘tl'ieicons'tmction andarrangementmay be made without 
departing “from the spirit of ‘the invention, as will ‘be 
apparenvto :those skilled in ‘the art, reference will be 
hadit'oithe- appended c'laims'for a de?nition of the limits 
of the invention. 
7‘What isi'claime'd is: 
i'lfln a ,di'shwasliing'apparatus, a‘vat having a bottom 

iwiillyla‘rvertieal aitis'im‘peller mounted above the bottom 
‘wan in spaced relation, said impeller having blades 
‘adaptedi-toi‘lift and throw wash water upwardly and out 
wardlywlzen rotated in one direction, and to impel wash 
'si'at'er downwardly and outwardly when ‘rotated in the 
other direction, a reversible motor for driving said im~ 
pellet in either direction, a plurality of radial vanes 
‘mounted on the bottom wall and positioned beneath the 
impellerya substantially cylindrical screen open at its 
{top for direct communication to said "at surrounding the 
lower part of said impeller and supported upon said 
vanes; and ‘a drain outlet for said vat located in the bot 
tom ‘wall, outside said screen. 
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; Ina :dishwashingapparatus, ea vathaving a‘lbettong 
wa1l,~‘a vertical axis impeller mounted above "the llbottgm 
wall, said impeller having a blade adaptedato -lift;~_a_nd 
throw‘lwash water upwardly and ‘outwardly-when rotated 
in/one‘direction, and to impel wash water downwardly 
and outwardly when rotated in the other direction, 
radial vanes‘mounted on said bottom wall immediately 
beneath said ‘impeller, a screen surrounding the ‘lower 
part of said impeller and detachably secured to said vanes, 
said screen extending to said bottom wall, and admin 
outlet for-‘said vat located -in~the bottom wall, outside 
said screen. 

'3. Ina dishwashing apparatus, avat, a central shallow 
sump having ‘a bottom wall and surrounding sloped-1 wall, 
a vertical axis substantially ~helical bladed impeller 
mounted centrally within'thesump ‘in spaced relationato 
the bottom wall, stationary ‘radial vanes mounted {be 
neath said impeller, 21 screen closely surrounding the 
lower portion of said impeller and said vanes, a‘drajn 
from said sump located wholly outside the screenya re 
versible motor for driving said impeller in one directipn 
‘for-drawing water radially inward‘through said screen-and 
lifting and dil’iusingwaterthroughout said vat-for wash. 
ing, 'and'for ‘driving said vimpeller in a reverse direction 
to drive water radially outward through said screen to 
said drain for-a ?ush drain. 
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